The level density at low spin in the 161,162 Dy and 171,172 Yb nuclei has been extracted from primary γ-rays. The nuclear heat capacity is deduced within the framework of the canonical ensemble. The heat capacity exhibits an S-formed shape as a function of temperature. The first local maximum is interpreted as the onset of new degrees of freedom originating from the breaking of Cooper pairs. The critical temperature for the quenching of pair correlations is found at Tc ∼ 0.5 MeV. The data reveal no significant odd-even mass differences for Tc. PACS number(s): 21.10. Ma, 24.10.Pa, 25.55.Hp, 27.70.+q The thermodynamical properties of nuclei deviate from infinite systems. While the quenching of pairing in superconductors is well described as a function of temperature, the nucleus represents a finite many body system characterized by large fluctuations in the thermodynamic observables. A long-standing problem in experimental nuclear physics has been to observe the transition from strongly paired states, at around T = 0, to unpaired states at higher temperatures.
The thermodynamical properties of nuclei deviate from infinite systems. While the quenching of pairing in superconductors is well described as a function of temperature, the nucleus represents a finite many body system characterized by large fluctuations in the thermodynamic observables. A long-standing problem in experimental nuclear physics has been to observe the transition from strongly paired states, at around T = 0, to unpaired states at higher temperatures.
The most clear manifestations of pairing in nuclei are that (i) all even-even nuclei have spin and parity of I π = 0 + in the ground state, (ii) the odd-even mass difference reveals consistent pair energies between nucleons and (iii) there exists an energy gap between the ground state of even-even nuclei and the two quasiparticle excitation region. For even-even rare earth nuclei the gap is ∼ 2∆, where the empirical pairing parameter ∆ ∼ 12 A −1/2 MeV depends on the mass number A (see e.g. [1] ).
The existence of strong pair correlations depends on the interplay of single particle levels in the vicinity of the Fermi surface. The most important model parameters for fermion systems at the ground state is the energy separation of the single particle levels compared to the two body pairing interaction. The pair correlations are expected to decrease with increasing excitation energy and spin.
Most experiments using γ-spectra suffer from an insufficient accurate measurement of a small window in excitation energy and spin, and are probably the reason why the pairing transition in nuclei has escaped observation. However, in the field of high spin physics, there are theoretical and experimental indications, see e.g. [2] , for a gradual increase in the moment of inertia as spin increases, leading to the rigid rotor value. This could be interpreted such that nuclei experience a transition from a superfluid-like phase to a normal phase at high spin.
The predicted decrease of the pair correlations takes place over several MeV of excitation energy [3] . Recently [4] , the group at the Oslo Cyclotron Laboratory (OCL) observed structures in the level densities in the 1-5 MeV region, which are probably due to the breaking of nucleon pairs and a gradual decrease of the pair correlations. The broad energy region gives a hint that one should rather use another observable. We expect the canonical temperature T to be a more suitable parameter than the intrinsic excitation energy E. Within the canonical ensemble a certain temperature covers a broad excitation region according to the partition function used.
The pairing gap parameter ∆ can be studied as function of temperature using the BCS gap equations [5] . From this simple model the gap decreases monotonically to zero at a critical temperature of T c ∼ 0.5 ∆. However, if particle number is projected out [2, 3] , the decrease is significantly delayed, indicating that the transition is not as sharp as hoped for exploiting the transformation from E to T .
Experimental data on the quenching of pair correlations are important as a benchmark for nuclear theories. Within finite temperature BCS and RPA models, level density and specific heat are calculated for e.g.
58 Ni [6] , and within the shell model Monte Carlo method (SMMC) [7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14] one is now able to estimate level densities in heavy nuclei up to high excitation energies. New theoretical progress and experimental results are of outmost importance in the understanding of small quantal systems at finite temperature.
The subject of this Letter is to report on the observation of the gradual transition from strongly paired states to unpaired states in rare earth nuclei at low spin. The canonical heat capacity is used as thermometer for the phase transition. Since only particles at the Fermi surface contribute to the heat capacity, this quantity is very sensitive to the pairing transition. It has been demonstrated recently from SMMC calculations in the Fe region [14, 15] , that breaking of only one Cooper pair increases the heat capacity significantly.
Recently [16, 17] , the OCL group presented a method for extracting the level densities and γ-strength function from measured γ-ray spectra. Since the γ decay half lives are long, typically 10 −12 − 10 −19 s, the method should essentially give observables from a thermalized system. Furthermore, the method determines simultaneously level density and γ-strength function for a broad energy range in one and the same experiment. The spin window is typically 2-6h and the excitation energy resolution is 0.3 MeV.
The experiments were carried out with 45 MeV 3 He-projectiles from the MC-35 cyclotron at the University of Oslo. The experimental data were recorded with the CACTUS multidetector array using the ( 3 He,αγ) reaction on 162,163 Dy and 172,173 Yb self-supporting targets. The beam time was two weeks for each target. The charged ejectiles were detected with eight particle telescopes placed at an angle of 45
• relative to the beam direction. Each telescope comprises one Si ∆E front and one Si(Li) E end detector with thicknesses of 140 and 3000 µm, respectively. An array of 28 5"×5" NaI(Tl) γ detectors with a total efficiency of ∼15% surrounded the target and particle detectors.
From the reaction kinematics the measured α-particle energy can be transformed to excitation energy E. Thus, each coincident γ-ray can be assigned a γ-cascade originating from a specific excitation energy. The data are sorted into a matrix of (E, E γ ) energy pairs. At each excitation energy E the NaI γ-ray spectra are unfolded [18] , and this matrix is used to extract the first-generation (or primary) γ-ray matrix, with the well established subtraction technique of Ref. [19] .
The resulting matrix P (E, E γ ), which describes the primary γ-spectra obtained at an initial excitation energy E, is factorized according to the Brink-Axel hypothesis [20, 21] by
The present extraction procedure is based on a new technique [22] , different from previous works [17, 4] . Since the level density ρ(E) and the γ strength function σ(E γ ) are unknown, we start with two trial functions ρ 0 and σ 0 and iterate these two functions until a least square fit to P is obtained. The results represent only one solution out of infinitely many solutions. We may replace our solutions by
and
where A, B and α are arbitrary parameters. In the new product of these two functions, a factor AB exp(αE) is left over. However, the factor can be absorbed in P , since the sum Eγ P (E, E γ ) is undetermined. In the following, only the level density will be discussed. The A and α parameters are fitted to reproduce the number of known levels in the vicinity of the ground state [23] and the neutron resonance spacing at the neutron binding energy [24, 25, 26] . Figure 1 shows the extracted level densities for the 161,162 Dy and 171,172 Yb nuclei. The data for the even nuclei are published recently [4] , and are included to compare them to odd nuclei.
The partition function in the canonical ensemble
is determined by the measured level density of accessible states ρ(E n ) in the present nuclear reaction. Strictly, the sum should run from zero to infinity.
In this work we calculate Z for temperatures up to T = 1 MeV. The average excitation energy in the canonical ensemble
gives roughly E ∼ aT 2 with a standard deviation of σ E ∼ T √ 2aT where a is the level density parameter. Various tests of Eq. (5) require that the level density should be known up to E +3σ E , typically 40 MeV. However, the experimental level densities of Fig. 1 only cover the excitation region up close to the neutron binding energy of 6 and 8 MeV for odd and even mass nuclei, respectively. For higher energies it is reasonable to assume Fermi gas properties, since single particles are excited into the continuum region with high level density. Therefore, due to lack of experimental data, the level density is extrapolated to higher energies by the Fermi gas model expression [27] 
where C is a normalization factor. In the choice of this Fermi gas expression we follow Ref. [28] , where the observable level density is given by Eq. (5). The best fits of ρ FG to the high energy data of the experimental ρ curve give level density parameters of a=15.7, 17.4, 18.5 and 22. [28] . The Fermi gas level densities are displayed as solid lines in Fig. 1 and show good agreement with data in the higher energy region.
The extraction of the microcanonical heat capacity C V (E) gives large fluctuations which are difficult to interpret at the present [4] . Therefore, the heat capacity C V (T ) is calculated within the canonical ensemble, where T is a fixed input value in the theory, and a more appropriate parameter. The heat capacity is then given by
and the averaging of E in Eq. (5) [23] .
It remains to discuss the interpretation of T c and how sensitive this value is with respect to the assumptions made. An inspection of Fig. 1 shows that the level density is roughly composed of two components: (i) a low energetic part; approximately a straight line in the log plot, and (ii) a high energetic part including the theoretical Fermi gas extrapolation; a slowlier growing function.
In the following we will model our findings with a simple level density formula composed of a constant temperature level density part with τ as temperature parameter, and a Fermi gas expression
where η = ε −3/2 exp(2 √ aε − ε/τ ) accounts for continuity at the energy E = ε. If we also require the slopes to be equal at ε, the level density parameter a is restricted to Figure 3 shows the heat capacity evaluated in the canonical ensemble with the level density function of Eq. (8) and τ −1 = 1.7 MeV −1 . The upper part (a) simulates a pure Fermi gas description i.e. the case ε = 0 assuming a level density parameter a = 20 MeV −1 . One can see that a pure Fermi gas does not give rise to the characteristic S-shapes of the heat capacity as in Fig. 2 . The second part (b) simulates the experiments, where ε = 5 MeV and a fulfills Eq. (9) i.e. again a = 20 MeV −1 . The characteristic S-shape emerges. A possibly later onset of Fermi gas properties in the level density shown in the third part (c), e.g. a change of ε to 25 MeV, still letting a fulfill Eq. (9), yields a 5% lower T c compared to (b). Returning to the case ε = 5 MeV, but choosing a level density parameter 25% off the value given by Eq. (9) i.e. a = 25 MeV −1 (d) and = 15 MeV −1 (e) also yields a 5% lower T c compared to (b). Thus, T c is not very dependent on the choices made by fitting the Fermi gas formula to the experimental data. Our findings rest only on the assumption that the level density develops approximatly as ∼ E −3/2 exp(2 √ aE) at higher energies. We learn from Fig. 3 that C V (T ) peaks roughly at the value of τ of the constant temperature part of the level density, whereas the strength and the sharpness of the peak in C V depend on how good and up to which energy the level density can be described by a constant temperature level density. Therefore, our second method to find T c relies on the assumption that the lower energetic part of the level density can be approximately described by a constant temperature level density. Calculating E(T ) and C V (T ) within the canonical ensemble for an exponential level density gives
as function of T /τ , one can easily determine τ (see Fig. 4 ). The quantity τ is then identified with the critical temperature T c , since C V (T ) exhibits a pole at τ and the analogy with the definition of T λ in the theory of superfluids becomes evident.
In conclusion, for the first time the critical temperature T c at which pair correlations in rare earth nuclei are quenched, has been extracted. The reminiscence of the quenching process is distributed over a 4 MeV excitation energy region, which is difficult to observe and interpret in the microcanonical ensemble. Simple arguments show that the peak in the heat capacity arises from two components in the level density, where in the first 5 MeV a constant temperature formula simulates the experimental level density, whereas at higher excitation energies the Fermi gas formula is used. It would be very interesting to compare our results with SMMC calculations performed for a narrow spin window. The critical temperature deduced by fitting a straight line with slope 1 to the data points between the arrows (upper panel). In the lower panel the heat capacity is fitted using the same critical temperature.
